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1. THE THEOREM 
A fundamental theorem in linear algebra states that, if X is a vector 
space over F, X* is the (algebraic) dual of X and $r, +a,. . ,& and + 
are members of X* such that nr=r ker #Q C ker $, then + is a linear 
combination of +r, &, . . ., q$, over F. 
Let R be a commutative ring with unity 1 and let M be a unitary 
R-module (written as a left R-module). Let M* = hom,(M, R); then 
M* is also a unitary R-module (also written as a left R-module). 
DEFINITION. A system {m,, ms, . . . , m,, &, #2,. . . , c,&} in which m, E 
M, $i EM”, i = 1, 2,. . ., n, is a biorthogonal system if &(mj) = 0 for 
i # j and &(mi) = 1, i = 1, 2,. . ., n. A finite subset {&, ~$a,. . ., &} 
of M* is called biorthogonal if there exist corresponding elements {m,, 
m2,. . ., m,} in M such that {mr, ma,. . , mn, +r, &, . . ., $n} is a bi- 
orthogonal system. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let q&, &, . . ., & be elements of M*. Then 
($r, q&. . ., &} is biorthogonal iff for each j = 1, 2,. . ., n, 
Proof. Suppose {q&, . . . , c&} is biorthogonal. Given i. let mj E M 
such that &(mj) = 0 for i # i, but Cj(mj) = 1. Then mj E n~EI,i+i ker &. 
Hence dj( nFEI,i+j ker +J . IS an ideal in R containing +j(mj) = 1 and is 
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therefore all of R. Conversely, if, for each j = 1,2,. . , 92, qSj( nrzl i+j ker &) 
is all of R, there must exist mj E n;zl,i+j ker & such that $j(mj) = 1. 
PROPOSITION 2 (Linear Dependence Theorem). Let &, &, . . . , 4% 
and $ be members of Me. If {$i, &, . . ., 4%) is biorthogonal and if 
n;=i ker &C ker 4, then 4 . IS a mear combination over R of q&, &, . . , &. 1’ 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as in the vector space case; 
we take the same approach as in [B]. For n = 1, let mr E M such that 
&(~i) = 1. Given YPZ E M, write m = (YPZ - &(m)m,) + &(m)m,. Since 
&(m - #q(m)nz,) = 0 for all 112, +( HZ - &(m)nzi) = 0 for all m. Therefore 
q5(7+2) = +r(m)$(mi) for all m. Let y = +(mi), so 4 = ~4~. 
Assume the theorem to be true for n = k. Let {&, &,, . . . , &+l) be 
biorthogonal and n;:; ker & C ker 4. Let N = ker &+i, a sub-R- 
module of M. For each i = 1, 2,. . . , h let & be the restriction of & 
to N and let $ be the restriction of $J to N. To see that {#r, &, . . . , tJk} 
is biorthogonal, merely observe that, if {+r, &, . . , #Q+~, m,, m2,. . . , mnk+i} 
is a biorthogonal system, then each of m,, mq, . . . , mk belongs to N and 
{*1, $2,. . . > $k, m,, m,, . . > ml<> is a biorthogonal system. Moreover, it 
is clear that nf=i ker z,!J~ C ker I,!J, these kernels being considered sub- 
R-modules of N. 
By the inductive hypothesis, # = ~~~, yi&, ri E R, i = 1, 2,. . , k. 
Now apply the case n = 1 to the functions r&+i and 4 - ~~=i Yi$i to 
obtain $ - cf=, 7& = Y~+~&+~. 
2. A SPECIAL CASE 
Let R be the ring C[a, b] of continuous real functions on a compact 
interval [a, b] and, for each real number c, let c denote the corresponding 
constant function. Let n be a positive integer and let M = Rn, considered 
as an R-module in the natural coordinatewise operations. For each 
i= l,Z,..., n let ei be that member of M having 1 in the ith coordinate 
and 0 elsewhere. It is obvious that the set {e,, . . . , e,} is a basis for M. 
Since R is commutative, M is n-dimensional over R and all other bases 
have cardinality n [S]. 
There is an obvious basis {e,*, e2*, . . , e,+> for M* dual to the basis 
1 ei, e2,. . . , e,>; any $EM* can be written as 4 = cTz1 $(ei)ei*. With 
reference to these two bases, each element of M is representable as a 
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column matrix of members of C[a, b] and each member of M* is rep- 
resentable as a row matrix of members of C[a, b]; we shall denote such 
representation by 
for mE M, 4 EM*. 
The following is a key result for purposes of later application. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let &, +t,. . . , & E M* with $i N //gi, gi, . . * gin11 for 
;=I 9 I -,. . .> k and K < n. Let G be the K x n matrix //gijj/ and, for each 
x E [a, b], G(x) = jjgij(z)lj. Then {&, +a,. ., &} is biorthogonal iff 
G(x) has rank k for every x E [a, b]. 
Proof. Assume that {&, &,. . , &} is not biorthogonal. Using 
Proposition 1 and renumbering the &, if necessary, we have that 
Mn,k=, ker &) . is an ideal II (properly) contained in R. I, can be 
imbedded in a maximal ideal I [5], and I must be of the form I = z” 
for z E [a, b], where z” = {f E C[a, b]: f(z) = 0} [7]. Hence there exists a 
point z E [a, b] such that, if m E M and &(nz) = &(m) = . . - = CJ&(WZ) = 0, 
then &(m)(z) = 0. We now show by contradiction that G(z) cannot 
have rank K. Suppose G(z) does have rank k; then G(z) contains a k x k 
nonsingular minor. By suitable renumbering of e,, ep, . . , e, we can take 
this minor to consist of precisely the first k columns of G(z). Denote by 
H the k x k matrix obtained by deleting the last n - k columns of G. 
We now define an element ?n E M. For each i = 1, 2,. . . , k, set fi equal 
to the cofactor of the element gri in det H and, for each i = k + 1,. . , n, 
set fi = 0. Then m = ~~=I fiei, so that 
I’ fl !I 
1 II fz 
m-l f j!. 
II !I f n I 
Observe that, for any i = 1, 2,. . , k, h(m) = cl‘=“=l gijfj and &(M)(X) = 
c,“=l gij(x)fj(x). The latter sum is the determinant of the square matrix 
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Hi(x) obtained by replacing the first row of H(x) with the ith row of 
H(x), but leaving the ith row of H(x) intact. It follows that, for all x E [a, b], 
&(m)(x) = 0 for i = 2, 3,. . . , n; that is, nz E nrZZ ker &. But then 
&(m)(z) = 0, whereas &(m)(z) = det H(z) # 0, a contradiction. 
Suppose that for some z E [a, b] the rank of G(z) is less than K. Then 
the rows of G(z) are linearly dependent over the real field, as n-vectors. 
Thus there exist real numbers pi,. . . , rk, not all zero, such that 
c;=i Y&(Z) = 0, j = 1, 2,. . ) n. By suitably renumbering the r& and 
scaling the yi we can achieve y1 = 1, giving g,&) + CL rig&) = 0, 
j = 1, 2,. . . , n. Define C#J E M* by $ = +i + cfZZ Y&. Notice that, 
for any m E M, 
where 
RIoreover, if m E n;+ ker q$, then #J(M) = &(m). Therefore &(m)(z) = 0 
for all m E n;=s ker #Jo, which shows that +r(m) # 1 for such m. In 
particular, &(n;=, ker #Q) # R, so that, by Proposition 1, {&, +2,. . ., (bk} 
is not biorthogonal. 
3. REMARKS 
Returning to the context of Section 1, it is clear that a biorthogonal 
set (41, $2,. . . , &} is linearly independent over R. However, the bi- 
orthogonality is stronger than linear independence. For example, take 
M=Randn=I. An element C#J~ E M* necessarily corresponds to a 
multiplication by some fixed member rl of R; that is, there exists ri E R 
such that 
h(7) = 7179 YER. 
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A little reflection reveals that the singleton {&} is linearly independent 
iff rr is not a zero divisor, whereas {$r} is biorthogonal iff yr is a unit. These 
properties are not generally the same. 
Since a biorthogonal set {&, &,. . . , &} is linearly independent, 
Proposition 2 is in one sense not a generalization of the theorem for 
vector spaces mentioned in the first paragraph, for the latter theorem 
is valid for any finite set ($r, &, . ., &> of linear functionals. On the 
other hand, the theorem as stated for vector spaces is not valid for modules, 
so that further qualifications are to be expected. For example, take 
R = C [a, b] = M and let $ E M* be defined by $(f) = Iaf, where h is 
a fixed member of R having exactly one zero on [a, b]; let this zero be 
at .z. Define Q/J E M* by t,b(f) = gf, where g is a fixed member of R having 
no zeros on [a, b]. Now, if 4(f) = 0, then f(x) = 0 for all x E [a, b] 
different from z and, since f is continuous, f(z) = 0 as well. Thus $(f) = 0 
implies f = 0, which in turn implies that #(f) = 0. But IJ cannot be a 
multiple of 4 for, if it were, $(f)(z) = 0 for all f E M, which is false for 
f = 1. Since h is not a zero divisor in C[a, b], this example shows that, 
even when M is unitary, R is commutative, and {&. $a,. . , $n} is linearly 
independent over R, the theorem still fails. 
4. A PROBLEM IN THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS 
The problem of Lagrange with finite constraints and fixed end points 
is the following. Let y = (yr, Yz,. . . , yn), y’ = (YI’, y2’, . . . , y,‘), real 
n-tuples, let (a, ya) and (b, yb), a < b, be two given points in the n + l- 
dimensional (x, y) space, let f be a given function with arguments (x, y, y’), 
and let gl, g,,. . . , g,, k < n, be given functions with arguments (x, y). 
Let K be the class of functions $ = (&, &, . . . , C&J on [a, b] having the 
following five properties : 
(4 9w = Ya and #@) = Yb; 
(ii) gi(x, 4(x)) = 0 on [a, b] for each i = 1, 2,. . ., k; 
(iii) Cj is continuous and $i’ is sectionally continuous on [a, b] for 
each i= 1,2,. . .,n; 
(iv) gi and its partial derivatives of first and second order are con- 
tinuous neighboring (x, $(x)) f or each x E [a, b], each i = 1, 2,. . ., k, 
and each i = 1,2,. , , , n ; 
(v) f has continuous partial derivatives of second order neighboring 
(x. +(x). $‘(x)) for each XE [a, b]. 
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It is desired to find a member 6 of K which minimizes the expression 
J(C) = jib, #(4! #‘(4) dx 
a 
over the class K. 
If 6 is a solution to this problem with a continuous derivative on 
[a, bj for which the matrix j j(QJQ,) (x, ~(~)) // has maximal rank (that 
is, rank k) at every point of [a, bj, then 6 must satisfy the following 
well-known multiplier rule : ‘I’1 lere exist functions li, I,, . . . , 1, continuous 
on [a, b] and satisfying on [a, b], for ili = I,, i -= 1, 2,. . ., k, and yj = Bj, 
j = I, 2,. . ., 8: the (Euler-Lagrange) equations 
d aF aF 
--= ---I 
dx i3yjf ?Yi 
j= 1,2,...,n, 
wherein 
This multiplier rule appears in [3] and [4] and elsewhere. Bolza’s 
treatment [3] makes the unsymmetric and unnecessary assumption that 
some fixed kth-order minor of the matrix Il(8gi/ayj) (x, ~$(~))li is non- 
singular over [a, bj. The two treatments given in [a] eliminate this 
assumption on tlte basis of a method introduced by Bliss [I.] but obtain 
the multiplier rule by transforming the given problem to one of another 
type. It is fairly clear that Bliss’ method can be applied to Bolza’s 
treatment to eliminate his unsymmetric assumption. Our present aim is 




AN IMBEDDING LEMMA 
For our problem, the following imbedding lemma holds. 
PROPOSITIONS. For each i = 1, 2,. _ _ , a let & and qr be real functions 
[u, b] such that 
(i) & E C’[n, bl, 
(ii) 6 belongs to the class K, 
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(iii) qiEC(a, b], 
(iv) vi(a) = vi(b) = 0, 
I’ 
(v) ~,$(x,$(x)) ~1 has rank k at every XE [_a, b:, 
d3 
(vi) k agi Js ayj (x, J(x))~~(n.) = 0 for each XE [a, b]. 
Then there exist functions Yi, Y,, . . . , Y, and a positive number 6 such 
that 
(i) Yi, aY,/ax, and aY,/acr are defined and continuous neighboring 
each point (x, LX) in [LZ, b] x ‘- 6, 61, i = 1, 2,. . ., n. 
Moreover, if each gi has continuous partial derivatives of orders up to 
and including ~3 neighboring (x, J(X)) f or x E [a, b], then each Yi has 
continuous partial derivatives of orders up to and including order p 
neighboring (x, CX) in [a, b] x [ - 6, 61. 
(ii) For each fixed NE [- 6, 81, the function Y(x) = (Yi(x, a), 
Y,(x, P.),. . ., Y,(x, K)) belongs to K, 
(iii) Y,(x, 0) = &(x) on [a, b] for i = 1,2,. . ., n, 
(iv) Cd acc (x, 0) = vi(x) on [a, b] for i = 1,2,. . ., n. 
This lemma can be proved by the methods used in [l] (see also 1~4, 2]), 
except that we are here dealing with finite systems as opposed to systems 
of ordinary differential equations. It should be noted that conclusion (ii) 
implies that each curve Y(X) passes through the specified end points; 
this is not true when treating differential equations as in [l]. The proof 
of this lemma is omitted because of its length and its similarity to the 
proof in 111. 
6. THE FIRST VARIATION 
Having established the imbedding lemma, we can proceed in standard 
fashion to substitute the family Yi(x, R) into the integral J. The resultant 
function of tc must experience a differentiable unconstrained relative 
minimum for cc = 0. Differentiating with respect to c( and setting c( = 0 
yields the so-called first variation, which must vanish: 
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By standard integration by parts, we have 
For brevity, set 
for appropriate 2’, i and for z E [n, b]. Then we have established the 
following. 
If, for each i = 1, 2,. . ., 92, we have qi E C[a, b], qj(a) = q,(b) I=I 0, 
and XT=1 g”ij(x)qj(x) = 0 for all x E [a, b] and for each i = 1, 2,. . . , h, 
then 
7. CONCLUDING STEPS 
The next step is analogous to the application of the so-called fundamen- 
tal lemma of the calculus of variations for simple variational problems. 
Namely, we assert that, for the functions vi under consideration, not 
only does the foregoing integral vanish, but also the integrand vanishes 
everywhere on [a, b]. That is, if each rj E C [a, b], ~~(a) = q,(b) == 0, 
and zyE1 g’i,(x)qj(x) = 0 on [a, b] for i = 1, 2,. . . , k, then zyzl [f,(x) - 
(d/d~)j7~~,(x)l7~~(x) = 0 on [a, bl. The proof of this assertion is very 
similar to the proof of the fundamental lemma referred to above. Briefly, 
if there exists z E [a, b J such that 
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it is clear that z # a and z # b since q,(a) = r,(b) = 0. By continuity, 
there is an open interval (z - 6, z + 6) C [a, b] throughout which 
Let c E C La, bl such that i‘(x) = 0 for x E [a, z - 61 U [z + 8, b], T(z) > 0, 
and T(x) 3 0 for x E (z - S, z + 6). It then follows that J’i C;=i D,(x) - 
(d/dx)i,,.(~)lrij(~)~(~) dx > 0. However, for each j = 1, 2,. . ., n, 5~~ E
C[a, 61, [~~(a) = [y,(b) = 0, and 5“” *I=* &&)@+7&) = 5‘(x) cg* i,j(X) . 
qj(x) = 0 on [a, b] for i = 1, 2,. . ., k, so that the integral above must 
vanish, a contradiction. Similar remarks apply if c&i [i,,(z) - 
(d/dx)fYj,(z)]~&) < 0. We therefore have shown that, if each qj E C[u, b], 
vj(a) = q,(b) = 0, and ~~=I gij(x)yj(x) = 0 on [a, b] for each i, then 
on [a, b]. 
AS the next step, observe that in the preceding assertion the hypothesis 
that qj(u) = q,(b) = 0 can be dropped. For let each q7j E C[u, b] and 
~~=i gij(x)yj(x) = 0 on [a, b] for each i. Let p(x) = (x - u)(x - b) 
on [a, bl. Then ,qj E c[a, bl, (pqJ(a) = (pqJ(b) = 0, and C;=i g,,(x). 
(m)(4 = P(X) c&1 &&)Y&) = 0 on [a, bl. Thus C'&l [f+) - 
(d/dx)~~~,(x)l(~~j)(x) = P(X) c:"=I ti,;(4 - (~i~4~y,I(~)lr~(~) = Oon [a, bl. 
Hence cy_l [fyj(x) - (d/Jx)f3y,(x)]qr(x) = 0 on (a, b) and, by continuity, 
on [a, b]. 
Now let M be the C[U, b] module (C[u, b])“, discussed in Section 2. 
For each element (771, 72,. . . , qn) E M and for each i = 1, 2,. . . , k, define 
6 E M* by &(~i, 72,. ., qJ(4 = Cyzl Eij(+,(x). Also define +(~i, 
Q>. . ., y,J(x) = ~~=l [f,;(x) - (d/d~)f,.~,(x)]q~(x). The results of this 
section can then be formulated very simply: nf=, ker &C ker $. 
According to Proposition 3, the traditional assumption that Il(ag,/ay,) 
(x, $(x))\i has rank k at every x E [a, b] is exactly equivalent to the 
assumption that ($1, 42,. . . , &} is biorthogonal. By Proposition 2, there 
exist elements Pi, P2,. . . , Pk E C [a, b] such that $ = Cf=i p&. If we 
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set li = - pi for i = 1, 2,. . ., k and expand the Euler-Lagrange equa- 
tions in Section 4, we see that the equation C$ = 2:-I /I& is identical 
to the multiplier rule. 
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